Devotion to the Passion and death of Jesus Christ, one of the hallmarks of medieval spirituality, underwent some profound changes over the course of the Middle Ages, not least in relation to the question of the suffering humanity of Christ. The transition from early medieval depictions of the crucified Christ as triumphant hero (the Christus Victor of Gustaf Aulen's famous study) to the emaciated and tortured Imago Pietatis of the later Middle Ages was not absolute, however; the theme of Christ's victory on the cross over the powers of darkness would persist, albeit now ceding preeminence to its more recent usurper. This paper examines this broad shift in emphasis through the lens of the arma Christi or, more loosely, the instruments or symbols of Christ's Passion, as manifested in medieval and early modern Ireland. Representations of the arma Christi in iconography and literature of the period can quite usefully reflect in microcosm the evolving shape of medieval and early modern Passion devotion.

The occurrence of symbols of Christ's passion which would later form part of an expanding set of arma Christi were not unknown in early and high-medieval Irish art. In fact, crucifixion scenes on Irish high crosses from the ninth century onwards often include a small number of these. The west face of Muiredach's Cross, County Louth, (early tenth century) displays a rope binding Christ's feet and also the figures of Longinus with his lance and
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Stephaton holding up a sponge on a pole. A ninth-century bronze plaque found at St. John’s Abbey, Athlone, and now housed in the National Museum, Dublin, similarly includes the lance and pole-bearers. However, in most examples, it is not Christ’s suffering but his triumph that is the prime focus; early Irish representations of Christ on the cross such as the figure of Christ on a ninth-century slab at Ithidheathe North, Belmont, County Mayo, and a crucifixion scene on the Marigold stone at Carna, County Donegal, depict Christ with his eyes open and wearing a broad smile, indicative of his victory. Many of these depictions on early Irish crosses were influenced by images of the crucified Christ in Insular manuscripts. The eighth-century Irish poet, BLATHMAC, exclaims in one of his compositions: “His crucified body was his victory he suffered the shedding of wine-like blood.” The mid-twelfth-century “Market Cross” of Tuam, County Galway, and Glendalough, County Wicklow, together with a number of Romanesque metal crucifix figures, depict Christ wearing not the crown of thorns but a kingly crown in his role as Christus regnans. While some symbols of Christ’s Passion, then, do appear in early Irish religious art, the context of their appearance is quite different from what it would later become. On a broader canvas, Gertrud Schiller draws attention to a single surviving example from the early Middle Ages in which five of the arma Christi appear together. According to Schiller, this illustration, which accompanies Psalm 22 in the Utrecht Psalter (c. 830), also presents the first instance in the West of a depiction of the dead Christ, with his eyes closed. Yet the dead and the triumphant Christ were by no means mutually exclusive. An Irish late-twelfth-century bronze figure of the crucified Christ from Abbeyleague, Longford, is one of a number that depicts a dead Christ with his ribs showing who nevertheless appears to wear a crown of victory. It should also be noted that while the aforementioned twelfth-century “Market Crosses” depict Christ as wearing a kingly crown, his eyes are nevertheless closed in death and his head inclined. The paradox of Christ’s Passion—the juxtaposition of victor and victim—would loom large over subsequent centuries.

In the Irish tradition, from as early as the eighth-century poetry of Blathmac, the appearance of a ruddy cross was expected in the sky on Judgment Day. The Hiberno-Latin hymns Altus Prouator, traditionally attributed to Columcille but more likely to be a seventh-century composition, contains the lines: “Christo de celis dominus descendente celestissim praeludit gloriam crucis crucis et verillum” [With Christ, the Lord, coming down from the highest heaven shall shine most clearly the sign and the standard of the cross]. The earliest datable Irish iconographic example of the instruments of the Passion as Christ’s own “coat of arms” is found on a small shield found on a box shrine called the Dornack Aruid. This forms part of the refurbishment of the shrine commissioned by John Ó Cairbre, Abbot of Clones (c. 1353). Fourteenth-century accounts of the shrine relate that it held relics of the holy apostles, Mary’s hair, the holy cross of the Lord and of his tomb, among others. The shield displays a cross, crown of thorns, nails and a scourge. Directly below the small shield is a crystal which enclosed fragments of the True Cross. Other notable Irish shrines constructed to house relics of the True Cross include the Cross of Cong which the medieval Annals of Tigernach
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record as having been constructed for this purpose in Roscommon in 1123 on the orders of Turlough O’Conor, king of Connaught and high king of Ireland.18

The appearance of a number of instruments of the Passion in addition to the cross became more frequent in Irish iconography through the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, but with a growing emphasis on the physical sufferings of Christ, it became more difficult to square the image of victorious conqueror with ever more graphic depictions of his tortured and emaciated form. The transformation of the “warrior Christ” into the “lover-knight,” as discussed by Rosemary Woolf in an English context,19 in which Christ’s “battle” on Calvary was now motivated by an intense love for his people, affected the way in which Christ’s “armor” or battle instruments were understood. Previously trained on his enemies (the devil or sinners), Christ’s armor was now turned against himself, rendering his body ever more bloody and broken in the process.20 The image that confronted late medieval Christians in Ireland was now that of the “Man of Sorrows” surrounded by the instruments of his Passion, often emblazoned on a standard, inviting those who behold them to return to Christ’s heart in repentance.21 These images, in which Christ displays his five wounds to the viewer while surrounded by the symbols of his Passion, gained great popularity, especially on account of the enormous indulgences attached to them, having spread from Italy to France and then to England and Ireland in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

It is principally in fifteenth-century Ireland that the arma Christi begin to appear on tomb iconography, becoming increasingly associated with related imagery such as that of the Man of Sorrows or Mass of Saint Gregory.22 The ever-widening range of instruments of Christ’s Passion functioned also as visual aids to remind viewers of the Passion story (both canonical and apocryphal) of which they were essentially the “props.” Variously, they consisted of the cross, the spear or lance of Longinus, the scourges, pincers, nails, hammer, ladder, crown of thorns, seamless garment, dice, flagellation column, sponge held on a hyssop stick or cup and pole, the titulus board (INRI), the faces of those who spat at Christ, the thirty pieces of silver of Judas, the jug and basin in which Pilate washed his hands, the cock (or cock and pot), the cloth or Mandylion of Veronica, and the ear of the high priest’s servant, Malchus.23

As noted above, the ongoing development of meanings invested in the arma Christi rendered the instruments themselves polysemic. It must be remembered, however, that the varying interpretations of the instruments did not simply succeed each other in turn (although some were more prevalent at times than others); rather, they frequently co-existed, signifying different things to different people. For instance, the appearance of the arma Christi on Doomsday was not regarded as a harbinger of condemnation in every instance; much in the same way as the Five Wounds of Christ functioned as heralds of salvation and harbingers of damnation on Judgment Day (the distinction being literally in the eye of the beholder)24, so too did many medieval Christians place their trust in the symbols of the Passion and what they represented: the saving sacrifice of Christ. Caroline Walker-Bynum helpfully terms the complex theme of the arma Christi an “interweaving of soteriological concepts,” allowing them to function simultaneously as shields of defense for sinners and offensive weapons of accusation.25

Representations of the various symbols of Christ’s Passion from the high Middle Ages onwards received significant impetus from increasing “discoveries” of Passion relics, which confirmed their existence and, frequently, their power. Many of the Passion relics—including the reed, sponge, titulus board, and the nails of crucifixion—were thought to have been venerated in the Holy Sepulchre church in Jerusalem until its destruction in 614 AD.26 The Irish abbot, Adomnan of Iona (d. 704), certainly showed a great interest in this church, leaving a detailed account of it which he jotted down from a shipwrecked Gallican bishop named Arculf.27 Many of these Passion relics were “rediscovered” over the course of the tenth and eleventh centuries, a development which accelerated with the rise of the crusading movement.28 It mattered little, for instance, if the lance which pierced Christ’s side was already housed in Constantinople; its famous discovery by the Provençal
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peasant Peter Bartholomew when the crusaders were surrounded during the second siege of Antioch in 1098 resulted in a rejuvenation of the Western forces who were convinced of its power. Irish interest in the crusading movement must have been great, if only on account of the influence of the Order of the Temple (or, more commonly, Knights Templar) that was allowed to enter Ireland between 1172 and 1177 and that went on to acquire a large number of mansions and parcels of land. The Templars were permitted to visit churches in the country once a year to make a collection for the Holy Land. A native Irish chronicle known as the Annales of Inisfallen records the journey of an Irish king called Úa Cinn Fhaelad to Jerusalem in 1089, presumably on pilgrimage, and it is reasonable to assume that there must have been many more who undertook similar journeys to see the holy places. The extensive account of the journey of two Anglo-Irish Franciscan friars, Simon Fitzsimmon and Hugh the Illuminator, to the Holy Land in 1323–1324 is unique in an Irish context. While journeying through France, Fitzsimmon recorded seeing in the Saintes-Chapelle, Paris, the crown of thorns, part of the true cross, two of the nails of crucifixion and Longinus’ lance. Upon arrival in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem, he observed some of the Lord’s blood which had run through the fissures of Mount Calvary and also a large part of the flagellation column, the remainder being located in Rome. News of the translation of ownership or the discovery of important Passion relics generated much interest among the Irish through the later Middle Ages as the following entry from another Irish chronicle for 1492 illustrates:

A portion of the wood of the Holy Cross was found in Rome, buried in the ground i.e. the board that was over the head of the Cross on which was written Jesus Nazarenus Rex Judaeorum and it was found written in the same place that it was St Helena that buried it. The head of the lance with which Longinus wounded the body of Christ was sent to Rome in this year by the sovereign of the Turks.

---
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The wording of this entry appears to stress the vindication of the *Invenio Sanctae Crucis* account of St. Helena. Surviving native Irish late medieval devotional manuscript collections commissioned by wealthy lay patrons and compiled by hereditary scribes attest to the enduring popularity of this tale, which was often followed by the legend of Charlemagne and the giant Fierabras. The inscription on the *titulus* board was sometimes given a particularly native slant in the Irish tradition, the INRI being understood to spell “in rì,” which in Old Irish translates as “the king.” Continuing Irish interest in the lance of Longinus is attested by the fact that the northern Irish earls, who fled Ulster for the Continent in 1607, viewed the head of the lance mentioned in the *Annales of Loch Cé* and also the handkerchief of Veronica while in Rome, a point highlighted by Tadhg Ó Cléainn (d.1614) who compiled a diary of the earls’ itinerary in Europe. Upon viewing two thorns of the crown of thorns which were held in the church of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme, Ó Cléainn observed that “one would think they had not been cut longer than fifteen days.” The significance of seeing these first hand should not be underestimated; as Martha Rust suggests elsewhere in this volume (Chapter 5), lists of *arma Christi* were largely understood as inventories of actual items thought to exist in churches across Europe.

In late medieval Ireland, a growing devotional emphasis on contemplating the mysteries of Christ’s Passion and death in an affective manner—in Angela Lucas’ words, “to feel the pain and see the blood”—increased the need for suitable images on which to meditate. A mid-fifteenth-century Irish translation of the pseudo-Bonaventurian *Meditationes vitae Christi*, by a choral canon in Kildare, County Mayo, encouraged its audience to “raise the eyes of your mind now and you will see a band of them thrusting the cross into the ground, and another group preparing a sign and another group readying a hammer and another crew preparing a ladder and other instruments.” A surviving library catalogue from the Franciscan friary at Youghal in County Cork that was compiled between 1490 and 1523 demonstrates that popular works of affective devotion were circulating in Ireland: among the collection
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held at Youghal were copies of the *Meditationes vitae Christi*, Ludolph of Saxony's *Vita Christi* and, by 1523, Thomas a Kempis' *Imitatio Christi*. It is in fifteenth-century Ireland that Passion imagery, including that of the *arma Christi*, begins to make its most profound impact in art and literature.

Gertrud Schiller draws a link between the contemplation encouraged by the *Meditationes vitae Christi* text and the proliferation of instruments of the Passion from the end of the thirteenth century, which acted as accompanying symbols as the devotees followed the course of the Passion. The instruments would become popular both in secular and religious settings in Ireland in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. They are found, for instance, among other religious carvings on the window embrasures of two floors of a sixteenth-century tower at Ballinacarriga, County Cork, as well as at several surviving monastic and mendicant sites, including the Cistercian foundation of Kilcoeley abbey in County Tipperary, where they appear on the abbot's seat in the nave of the church, and also at the Augustinian priory of St. Mary at Clontuskert, County Galway, on two shields carved on the western façade doorway. The only surviving wall painting depicting the instruments from this period is found at the Franciscan friary at Askeaton, County Limerick, where it is located in the friars' dormitory. Its location in the dormitory may hint at a *nemortem* theme, reminding the friars of the prospect of facing the instruments on Judgment Day, for good or for ill. The appearance of the instruments in secular and religious households during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries should be seen in the broader context of an increasing demand to behold scenes of Christ's Passion and enter into its mysteries, often with the promise of enormous indulgences attached. The diverse reach of this burgeoning interest is reflected in a room which the prominent O'Shaughnessy family devoted to wall paintings depicting the Passion cycle in their sixteenth-century tower house at Ardavillan, near Gort in County Galway, and also in the increasing proliferation of cheap images and engravings of the Man of Sorrows or *Imago Pleritatis* for the mass market. A fifteenth- or early sixteenth-century stone panel at the east end of the nave of the Franciscan friary, Ennis, County Clare, depicts the Man of Sorrows surrounded by the instruments of the Passion (Plate 9.1). The Christ figure appears emaciated with his rib cage clearly showing. This image relates to a parallel image of St. Francis, "the other Christ," displaying his stigmata on the other side of the nave. While clearly influenced by the style of similar woodcuts, the sculptor of the Ennis Man of Sorrows includes the cock and pot as instruments of the passion, a feature almost exclusively associated with Irish examples. As Shannon Gayk observes elsewhere in this volume (Chapter 10), the ubiquity of these images sometimes led to the separate circulation of texts of the indulgences which accrued from their veneration. This expectation that the devotee could recall these images at will from memory is also hinted at in the lines of a fifteenth-century Irish bardic poem included in an anthology known as the Book of the O'Conor Don (1631). Recalling the fifteen sorrows of Christ's passion the poet remarks "ye have surely seen before your eyes the image of Christ [yet] ye never remember the tortured body."

The association of the *arma Christi* with death and judgment becomes much clearer from the fifteenth century with the arrival of carvings of the Instruments of the Passion on mostly Anglo-Norman tombstones of eastern counties such as Meath, Kildare, Louth, and Dublin, in which cases they are included with personal coats of arms. There are also a relatively large number of tomb chest survivals from Kilkenny, Tipperary, and Waterford which display the instruments. The quality of workmanship and the range of instruments depicted suggest that Irish masons were already quite familiar with English and continental models. The tomb of the abbess Philip O'Melwanany (d.1463) at Kilcoeley Abbey, County Tipperary, contains a shield which includes two nails, a crown of thorns on a cross, a ladder, pinners, a cock on a pot, a spear, a pillar, a seamless garment, three dice, two scourges and a hammer. Secular tombs could also include a wide variety of instruments; the FitzEsliace, Baron of Portletter's tomb at New Abbey, Kilcullen, County Kildare (ca.1496) (Figure 9.1), displays two angels holding a shield which includes a tau cross with a crown of thorns hanging from its right arm, three scourges, the pillar, the sponge on a pole, the lance, a ladder, pinners, a hammer and two nails, and a cock on a pot.
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cock was as likely to begin to crow as Jesus was to rise from the dead. Of course, the inevitable happens—the cock crows three times and Judas hastily departs the house to take his own life. In Irish folklore versions of the tale, the cock is made to crow not “cock-a-doodle-do” but “Mac na hóige slán” [(the Virgin’s son is safe and well)], which approximates to an onomatopoeic rendering of the former. The bardic poem Criost Rucheachd (“Christ was crucified”), found in the Book of Uí Mhainne (c.1394) relates the tale of the cock and the pot, but in this version it is Judas who scoops his wife’s belief in Christ’s resurrection. The “Gospel of Nicodemus” was a hugely popular source in the later Middle Ages and appears prominently in Irish manuscript collections of the period. A marginal note from around 1400 in an Irish abridged version of this text attests that it was once owned by the Dominicans in Limerick and was still circulating in the same area in the late sixteenth century, being in the possession of one of the earls of Thomond. The increasing popularity of the arma Christi; sometimes resulted in shields becoming too crowded with symbols and thus the visual narrative occasionally continued on the outside. This is the case with the tomb of Piers Butler, Eighth Earl of Ormond and his wife, Margaret Fitzgerald, c.1539, found in St. Canice’s cathedral, Kilkenny (Figure 9.2). The shield displays scoures, the spear, Christ’s seamless garment, a cross, half of which is encircled within a large crown of thorns, a hammer, pincers, three nails, a ladder and dice. Outside the shield is a large depiction of Christ bound to the column, with his face inclined towards the viewer. On other tombs, such as that of unknown Butler knights at Gowran, Kilkenny (Figure 9.3), dating from the first half of the sixteenth century, the instruments are carved on two separate shields; in this case, there is no risk of overcrowding, as only six instruments appear (four on one shield—the cross, scoures, spear and ladder on one, and two on the other—a large seamless garment with three dice below). The tomb of Richard Butler, Viscount Mountgarrett (1571), located in St. Canice’s cathedral, Kilkenny, is more elaborate, juxtaposing a shield with the Butler coat of arms with clearly defined passion instruments such as the pillar, seamless robe, scoures, ladder, cup on pole, hammer, pincers, and a heart surrounded by thorns which is pierced by two daggers.
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The survival of arma Christi on late medieval and early modern Irish tomb sculpture far exceeds what one might expect through the Reformation period and beyond; for instance, when Cromwellian soldiers attacked the cathedral of St. Canice in Kilkenny in the mid-seventeenth century, most of the tombs survived, despite the fact that its stained glass windows were smashed, parts of the roof were torn down and the church aisles were turned into stabling for horses. While the tombs were largely spared the destruction of such ideological upheaval, however, the portrayal of the arma Christi on these tombs was anything but static during this time. First, as the sixteenth century progressed, it became less common to see the instruments associated with a shield—they thus become loose from their packaging and return to a more independent state which they enjoyed individually before their incorporation into Christ's medieval heraldry. The tomb of William Donoghue (d.1597) in St. Canice's cathedral has a central cross around which the instruments are displayed, but without a shield. The late sixteenth century surely marks the apogee of Irish tomb carving, especially of Passion symbols, as it is during this period that the arma Christi begin to replace saints as the most common motifs on tombs. It should be remembered, however, that stone was only one medium among many in which the arma Christi appeared. Others, such as stucco (example found at Quin Franciscan Friary, County Clare), woodcuts, cloth, paint, wood carving and stained glass, were more ephemeral and, in most cases, have not survived. As noted by Rachel Moss, "stone sculpture was only one component of a much more complex visual programme." 54
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It has been argued that in the wake of legislation outlawing the blatant display of Roman Catholic imagery during the Reformation period, persistent placing of the arma Christi on tombs functioned as a declaration of defiance by the Irish gentry in the face of Protestantism.99 Here the arma Christi became an emblem of a rebellion of sorts, just as in England banners of the Five Wounds had been carried in revolt into Durham cathedral in November 1569 by the northern Catholic peers Northumberland and Westmorland and had enjoyed a prominence during the Pilgrimage of Grace some thirty-three years earlier.100 In many cases, the arma Christi were used to highlight religious distinction, as argued in respect to six seventeenth-century tombs from the south Tipperary area, which display them.101 It was not at all unusual for Catholics to continue to request burial in churches and grounds that were now in Protestant hands, yet the persistent appearance of Catholic imagery in these tombs suggests that a remarkable degree of accommodation prevailed in this area. At a local level, the degree of tolerance afforded Catholic images on tombs may have arisen from the view that respect for the dead superseded secular laws or indeed out of a fear of desecrating the tombs of powerful local families.102 One wonders, however, whether tolerant attitudes were stretched to their limit on occasion when Catholic families decided to push the boundaries with especially provocative symbolism. In the case of the 1616 monument of Nicholas Keran and Margaret Fyan in St. Patrick’s cathedral, Dublin, for example, the instruments of the Passion appear in addition to the words “Ecce Homo,” the HHS, the heart and nails, and the letter M representing the Virgin Mary emblazoned on a shield.103 The William Galway tomb slab in the Galway chapel of St. Mulfose church, Kinsale, County Cork, dating from 1628, also displays a wide variety of instruments, including the five wounds, Veronica’s veil, the pincers clutching three nails, the hammer, palm, dice, ladder, lance, sponge on pole, seamless robe, cock and pot, crown of thorns and skull and crossed bones (Figure 9.4).

It is also more than curious to find the arma Christi appearing on the tomb of a Protestant bishop of Limerick, Bernard Adams, as late as 1625. One suspects that he did not consciously choose this imagery himself and that it was fashioned after his death by less vigilant craftsmen. After all, the Latin verse on his tomb instructing that “to me, since I have met my doom, let no one erect a marble tomb or monument” was also clearly ignored.104 During the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the arma Christi were to move on to smaller objects that could be carried on one’s person, such as the so-called “penal crosses” particularly associated with the pilgrimage to St. Patrick’s Purgatory, County Donegal, where they were widely sold, and “penal rosaries,” which display some of the arma Christi around their crucifixes.105 With the advent of the penal cross, only a select number of arma Christi make the transfer from the more expansive late
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medieval set, principally for reasons of space, but also, perhaps on account of popularity or suitability. Only the following symbols are to be found on penal crosses: the sun and moon, jug, jug, sculls, sculls, reed, the Mandylion or cloth of Veronica, the ladder, spear, hammer, pickets, nails, dice, skul and crossed bones and, of course, the ubiquitous cock and pot. In some parts of the country, however, larger representations of the instruments of the Passion continued to be commissioned and constructed. One notable example is that of the Castlegar plaque, situated at St. Cuan’s Well, Castlegar, County Galway, which depicts a well-carved figure of Christ surrounded by arma Christi: hammer, pickets, cock and pot, spear, sculls, skul and crossed bones, a ladder partly concealed by a flowing and elaborate perizonium (kaincloth) which is almost four times the width of his body, and the pieces of silver Judas received for betraying Jesus, arranged in the form of a rosette. An inscription details that the work was commissioned by Edmond French Fitzstephen, possibly the son of Patrick French Fitzstephen (d. 1667) of Dunrag, Frenchpark, County Roscommon. The French family mausoleum at Cloonlensanville Dominican priory near Frenchpark also contains a crucifixion plaque complete with nine of the arma Christi, which stands above the French family crest and coat of arms and an inscription asking for prayers for the soul of Patrick French Fitzstephen.

Iconographic depictions of the arma Christi, regardless of whether they date from the late medieval or early modern periods, can, however, only convey a relatively restricted sense of how these symbols were understood to function. In order to obtain a clearer picture of the instruments in animation, something more is needed. And it is here that the rich literary material of medieval Ireland can illuminate what we have heretofore viewed only dimly; and predominant among all literary sources for the period is surely the surviving corpus of bardic religious poetry. From the thirteenth through seventeenth centuries, professional poets, belonging to a hereditary caste of learned Gaelic Irish families, were routinely employed by the native Irish aristocracy to compose encomia (eulogies) in their honor. Some 2,000 bardic poems from this period survive, out of which around 40 are devoted to strictly religious or devotional themes. Traditionally, professional versifiers dedicated a tithe of their art to God; oftentimes, the measure of religious poetry composed greatly increased towards the end of a poet’s life when he (and these poets were almost always male) might retire to a monastery, agreeing to compose devotional poetry or works to be performed on certain feast days in return for bed and board. The religious sentiments found in this native Irish corpus reflect, more often than not, broad European devotional themes rather than strictly insular concerns; the secular and religious patrons who commissioned them may well have wished to demonstrate that they were as fit with the latest continental fashions and thus, in cases where the poems can be reasonably accurately dated, they function as very effective markers, in conjunction with iconographic evidence, of the adoption and dispersion of new devotions from Europe. Among the many manifestations of Passion devotion which appear in bardic religious poetry, the arma Christi loom large in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It is here that the meaning behind much of the iconography on contemporary tomb sculpture bearing the instruments can be best appreciated. Here too many layers of Passion tradition from Christian apocryphal, patriotic and literary sources coalesce; thus one can find side by side (and sometimes in the same poem) the crucified Christ as both victor and victim, warrior and wounded lover; and these wounds of Christ and the instruments of his Passion simultaneously present themselves as signs of hope and tokens of doom.

The early tradition of Christ the warrior riding into battle against the devil who has taken his people hostage retained its popularity in the religious poetry of Irish bards, right into the sixteenth century. The sixteenth-century poet Diamuid Ó Coibhthagh describes Christ as a Gaelic prince riding a steed (the cross), taking a “shield of love” in his hands and paying no heed to death. The wounds he receives only make him more furious and he charges his foes, advancing upon the enemy fort as his wounds become increasingly inflamed. A second sixteenth-century poet, Maolmuire, son of Cairotte Ó hUiginn, places Christ’s heroism and endurance far above the average warring Gaelic chieftain by making reference to the wound dealt by Longinus’s lance: “No man wounded in the heart / could have recovered as Christ did / scarce
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anyone survives a heart-wound / it was always drenched."
For Diarmuid O Cobhthaigh too, the piercing of Christ with the lance marks a decisive moment, indeed the occasion of Christ's assumption of power and kingship: "The world's Lord (O God!) had his side pierced / and thus entered on his power / vast was the harvest of humanity saved / when he beheld thy only Son's wounded breast." Just as newly-inaugurated Gaelic Irish chieftains would routinely do, Christ follows his crowning on the cross with a celebratory creach or raid on enemy territory, which is represented in the Passion sequence by the harrowing of Hell. The undistinguished composer of the poem Crowm leisaidh croch an Chaimhde ("A fruitful tree is the Lord's Cross") relates how "this was the cross with which he broke down the doors on the demons / with this cross he broke down our foe's door / and took us from him / and marched off with us as his booty on Sunday."
The friar-poet Philipp Bocht O hUiginn (d. 1487), in a poem devoted to the four trees which comprised the cross of Christ, addresses the cross as follows, detailing its recovery of humanity from the devil's clutches: "Hell, alas, owned us / but then the darkness was dispelled / and---was attack ever fiercer?---thy great breach was made on hell's fence / O royal standard." A time of feasting usually followed the creach, and so Christ hosts a banquet in his heavenly castle which, according to Maolmhuire, son of Caibre O hUiginn, was built with only three nails; "with three nails Heaven's Lord fortified for us / a castle large enough for us all." Here, then, three of the arna Christi—Longinus' lance, the cross itself, and the nails of crucifixion—work towards the salvation of humanity. However, these same instruments could function quite differently on Judgment Day before those who did not properly invoke them, and this fear also gripped bardic poets.
Gaelic Irish poets used some fifteen different terms to refer to the Day of Judgment, each of which denotes a particular aspect of the process: what is clear, however, is that the event is given significant consideration in the corpus of surviving poems. The fifteenth-century poet Tadhg Og O hUiginn remarks that "uncovered shall be thy cross at the Sessions / whenever his pardon is about to be given us / his wrath, though slow, must break forth / as the red cross points me out to him." The reference to the uncovering of the cross on Doomsday is reminiscent of the Good Friday ritual of "creeping to the cross," during which a veiled crucifix was uncovered in three stages as the Improperia or "Reproaches" were sung, detailing mankind's ingratitude to God, after which priests and people would approach the cross on their knees to venerate it with a kiss. As the cross was being unveiled, the people were invited to "Behold the wood of the cross on which hung the Saviour of the world." In another poem, the same poet states that "The red blood drawn by the lance / for you, O children of Eve / and his flesh all torn / shall be avenged on the Last Day." Elsewhere, he pleads for the evidence against humanity to be put aside: "Hide from us thy red cross / so that thy wrath be not seen / close thy gaping side ..." Yet it was not just the wounds caused by the instruments of Christ's Passion that seemed to cry out for vengeance; the instruments themselves were also feared, as shown in the verse of sixteenth-century County Clare poet Domhnall, son of Daire Mac Bruaideadh: "We should fear too the flashing reddened spear / tempered in the Lord's blood / and the rope that dragged out his bright arms / so that neither of them was left unwounded." In one poem, the fifteenth-century poet Cormac Ruadh O hUiginn, petitions the Virgin Mary to save him from the spear and thus release him from his share in the spear-wounding of Christ, which he has not yet required. Likewise the late sixteenth/early seventeenth-century poet Aonghus Fionn O Dalaigh refers to the pleading of the lance as witness for the prosecution and asks Mary to "speak, defending me against that shaft." In several poems of O Dalaigh, he raises concerns about various instruments of the Passion which are about to assail him and invariably seeks the protection of Mary, for "Christ will bring up against his children / his stigmata, the three nails / the painful point of the reddish thorn / the throbbling anger of his sore foot." His graphic reference to the re-entactment of the sights and sounds of the Passion on Judgment Day, with its observation that "dread shall sound / the riveting of the blunt nails," is vividly evocative. The arna Cristi, then, functioned as witnesses to mankind's iniquity on the last day, exhibiting
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themselves as the murder weapons by which the Son of God was tortured and killed in what the Gaelic Irish regarded as fingal or kin-slaying (Christ being related to humanity on his mother's side).  

The above portrait, however, only illustrates one side of the role of the Anna Christi at Judgment. Conversely, the instruments of the Passion were invoked, often by the same poets, as protective talismans against God's wrath. Philip Bocht Ó hUiginn captures the paradox at the heart of the symbols of the Passion in the line "the marks of the cross accusing us / till, owing to it, we enjoy the next life / we are not exempt from tithe on woods" [my emphasis]. In the poem _Meitgh nach doiriann a dhíama_ ("Woe to him who sheds not tears") the early-seventeenth-century poet Fearghal Óg Mac an Bhaird describes how, owing to his sin, he flees to the crown of thorns, the draught of gall which Christ drank on the cross, and the red hand of the Lord.  

Here, then, the Anna Christi function as refuges to which sinners flee. Mac an Bhaird goes on to speak of the tree which Christ mounted, the deep grave and the shroud, all of which shared in his work of salvation, and then remarks that "the love Christ showed in saving me / God's lasting love for me / is placed by him about me / as a protecting coat of armour." In the verse following, he proceeds to ask that Mary "be as a coat of mail for me." The language of arming oneself with spiritual weapons can be traced back to New Testament writings and particularly those of St. Paul, who asks the Thessalonians to put on a breastplate of faith and love and hope of salvation as a helmet (1 Thessalonians 5:6, 8). Similarly, he asks the Romans to put on the armor of light (Romans 13:12) and speaks to the Corinthians of the "weapons of righteousness" (2 Corinthians 6:7); perhaps the best known and most extensive of these texts, though, is Ephesians 6:11-17. This sort of language also has its antecedents in the Old Testament as found, for example, in Isaiah 42:13. Early Irish poetry employed the language of the _kírech_ (breastplate) and _caithbar_ (helmet) to describe spiritual benefits as exemplified in the eighth-century poetry of Blathmac, for instance.  

The thirteenth-century bardic poet Domhnull Mór Ó Déalaigh also speaks of spiritual weapons, referring to the eight virtues to conquer the eight deadly sins (of John Cassian, c. 360-435, whose thought greatly influenced the early Irish penitential system) followed by additional weapons such as sermons and the psalter. However, the weapons gradually become more Passion-centered in succeeding verses, including "God's dark-stone cross with his image," which he asks to stand between him and "fierce-hosted bell" and then the wounded foot, hand and side of Christ (covering all the areas to which the Five Wounds were applicable). One very interesting verse asks that "God'sflowing hair cut by their shears" save him from "Devil's folk."  

As demonstrated by James Marrow, the appearance of incidents of the pulling of Christ's hair and beard in late medieval Passion literature has a rich prophetic and typological background. Marrow notes how, as early as the mid-fourteenth century, depictions of hands tugging at Christ's hair or beard appear among the Anna Christi set. While Ó Déalaigh refers not specifically to hair-pulling but to hair-shearing (perhaps evoking the passage in Isaiah 53:7 which refers to the Suffering Servant being led as a lamb before its shearer), nevertheless the flowing hair which he does mention functions in the same manner as an instrument of the Passion might be expected to. Furthermore, the fifteenth- or early sixteenth-century Man of Sorrows in the Franciscan friary, Ennis, County Clare, includes, among the other Anna Christi surrounding Christ, a hand clutching a tuft of hair.  

While the red cross of Judgment Day was widely regarded as portending the condemnation of sinners, this same cross of crucifixion was also conceived as their greatest hope. The fact that the cross was awash with Christ's blood is also important in this regard, as some poets understand the flow of Christ's blood onto its wooden beams as cultivating its saving power; thus it is Christ's blood which has stained the cross, and which becomes the true instrument of salvation. In a poem on the four woods that constitute the cross of crucifixion, Philip Bocht Ó hUiginn suggests that Christ's blood transforms the cross and gives it glory: Ó hUiginn characterises its four woods as "battle-weapons" and then states "Glory was given (?) the Cross / by the blood of his dying limbs / the bluntness and the hardness of the nail — could torture be greater? / — / burning his white hand which unlocked his grace." Later in the poem Ó hUiginn makes his point more explicitly still, stating that on the cross the Lord warmed justice with his love (and, by implication, his blood) so that justice is transformed and will never be the same again, making it possible
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now for mankind to approach God with confidence. The transformation of justice is completed when the cross is made to drink the blood of Christ; Ó hUigín, addressing the cross, states "He need not the smart of the two nails in his hands / His grace, though plentiful now, was in bonds / till thou didst drink, while it was warm / the blood of his feet." In the following verse, the metaphor of the blood-drinking cross is heightened as Ó hUigín addresses the cross once again: "owing to love ruling him / at his death no drop of his body's blood tarried on these / but thou didst slake thy thirst with it." There may well be an allusion here to the Irish ritual of "keening" or lamenting women drinking the blood of their slain husbands or sons, which is frequently attested in native literary works and even some historical sources. Here, then, is found a representation of the cross as a woman, imbibing the blood of Christ. Elsewhere, we find the cross portrayed as a nursing mother, as in a poem by sixteenth-century bard, Tadhg, son of Daire Mac Bruidneadha. Indeed, there are many other similarities to be found between the cross and the figure of the Virgin Mary; in the Anglo-Saxon Dream of the Rood poem, for instance, the speaking cross likens itself to Mary in its selection from the trees of the forest. In the poetry of Philip Bocht Ó hUigín, the cross is asked to display its four woods to Christ on Judgment Day, imitating the gestures of both Christ and Mary before the Father in the medieval iconography of double intercession (Christ displaying his five wounds and Mary her exposed breast). The lance of Longinus was thought to play a particularly important role in unlocking Christ's mercy on the cross. This is primarily due to the fact that it pierced his heart; consequently this wound was widely regarded as the most efficacious of the Five Wounds and became a symbol of refuge in his love. This wound was often depicted on its own as one of the arma Christi: depictions of the side or heart wound of Christ circulated in Ireland in the seventeenth century with a myriad of promises pledged to all who carried them on their person. In the poetry of Diarmaid Ó Coibhtháigh the lance is depicted as an our "empurpled in his breast-blood" by which Christ rows humanity to safety. A contemporary, Muirchertach Ó Clionga, likens it to a plough which tills Christ's flesh in preparation for the sowing of new seed in his heart, seed that will ultimately be soaked by blood-rain in order that it might grow and yield a rich harvest. The role that the lance played in unlocking Christ's love is found in the Middle English Ancrense Wesse, which depicts the way "his side opened to show her his heart, to show her how openly, how deeply he loved her, and to draw out her heart." In a poem by the sixteenth-century poet Tadhg Ó Dálaigh, the lance acts as a signpost of sorts: "God wished not us to be kept out of his heart / the spear in his breast points the way in for us." In an unattributed poem entitled Leithris an bhreitha báis Dé ("The death of Christ is life's healing") even the lance is shown to fall short of plumbing the depths of Christ's love: "Deep as the spear was plunged in thy breast / deeper still, deeper than those gory points in the heart / went thy excessive love for me." Similar sentiments are found in the poetry of Philip Bocht Ó hUigín. The activation of Christ's love and mercy by means of the lance-piercing also precipitated immediate and plentiful favour for Longinus, the preacher, according to the bardic poet Ó Leanáin (B.1320): Dairmuaid Ó Coibhtháigh two centuries later opined that "never was (the infliction of) a wound so well rewarded." The lance also played an important role in the English "Charter of Christ" allegory, which was well known in Ireland, appearing in bardic poetry from the fifteenth century; here it was conceived as the pen which, when dipped into the inkwell of Christ's heart cavity, wrote a Charter of Peace for humanity on the parchment of Christ's body. Given the rich symbolism of the lance or spear, then, one gains some impression of why such interest in both the relic and its portrayal as part of the arma Christi was so pervasive in the later Middle Ages, giving rise to the introduction of a feast in its honor in 1354.
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Other instruments of Christ's Passion were also understood to be efficacious in protecting individuals from the wrath of God on the Last Day. The *Mona Pilati* legend, which was popular in medieval and early modern Ireland, relates how the gravely ill emperor Tiberius sends a messenger to Pontius Pilate to seek Jesus of Nazareth's intervention on his behalf. However, Pilate, who has just had Christ put to death, fails to admit this fact and attempts to buy some time for himself. The emperor is healed through the intervention of Veronica, who sends him the Mandylion, and she proceeds to tell him the truth about Christ's execution; on hearing this he is enraged and summons Pilate to appear before him. However, on each occasion that Pilate stands in his presence, the wrath of Tiberius subsides and he cannot act against him. Baffled by this, it is only when Veronica notices that at each session Pilate clothes himself with Christ's seamless garment, that the cause for this is revealed. The seamless garment, then, acts as a shield against Tiberius' anger and he is powerless to dispense justice. This tale, which appears in many Gaelic Irish devotional collections from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, underlines the efficacy of the seamless garment as one of the *arma Christi* and renders the case for its frequent appearance on Irish tomb iconography more compelling; just as the tunic of Christ shielded Pilate from the justice of Tiberius, so too could the invocation of the garment on behalf of lesser sinners be expected to protect against divine justice on Judgment Day. An Irish version of the Fiabairas legend, found in a number of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century devotional compilations, where it usually follows the story of Helena's discovery of the true cross, takes as its point of departure the theft of some of the instruments of the Passion from Rome. In the tale, even the Saracen giant, Foribras, is portrayed as placing confidence in a Passion relic, the balsam which was rubbed on Christ's dead body, which he offers to the knight Oliver to cure his wounds, before the two begin to fight. Recourse to the *arma Christi* was not always primarily concerned with one's fate on Judgment Day. Far in advance of that day of reckoning, one was expected to experience sorrow for sin, and meditating on the instruments of the Passion, with a view to awakening an appreciation of Christ's self-sacrificing love, could achieve this. As early as the fifteenth century, the poet Cormac Ruadh Ó hUiginn noted how Christ "would not mind the nail in his foot if only I consoled not my sin [in Confession]." Tridentine catechetical and devotional works produced in the Irish language by Irish Franciscans at St. Anthony's College, Louvain, in the seventeenth century continued to utilize the instruments of the Passion in their recommendations for daily living. Antoin Geanannon's *Parrhas an Anna* ("Paradise of the Soul") published in 1645, for instance, advises readers and hearers to meditate on the instruments of Christ's Passion when dressing each morning: when putting on shoes, to consider the nails in Christ's feet; when closing one's buttons, the scourging of Christ; and so on. Identification with the sufferings of Christ experienced through the instruments of the Passion would not only help avoid condemnation on Judgment Day but would also lead one directly into the Passion event. An unidentified bard requests in one poem that he be allowed to become "an arvél struck by the hammers which struck thee" and that "the pincers that seizid thy flesh bite me and tear the tender part of each of my limbs so that my sin's pardon might be assured." The poet then asks to be wounded as Christ was: "The points piercing his head, the spike in his feet / the spear in his breast, the nail in his hands / may these wound me, O God / though my wound is small payment for thy blood." It is not clear whether there is an allusion here to the acquisition of the *tulimus amoris* or "wound of love" referred to by medieval mystics; what is certain, however, is that the poet wishes to unite himself more closely to the suffering Christ. Of course, for many, this could most effectively be achieved through attendance at the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Here too, however, spectators were reminded of the Passion event and its symbols. *Parrhas an Anna* explained the symbolism of each of the various vestments worn by the priest: the amice represented the blindfold placed on Jesus by the Jews who beat him; the alb, the white robe placed on Christ in Herod's house before he was jeered; the cincture, marpil, and stole the ropes with which he was bound and the chasuble at the cross. The same work includes a list of the instruments of Christ's Passion,
divided into two parts (twelve in each); those which pertained to Christ's body and those which did not. Thus the stamp of approval was granted by continentally educated Irish Franciscan friars who were at the forefront of the production of Trinitarian material in the Irish language, for the continued contemplation of the arma Christi into the early modern period.

The arma Christi played a crucial role in the late medieval and early modern Irish devotional world. Part of their appeal, surely, was their maleability: individually and collectively they could be utilized to instill terror into the regenerate while equally offering shelter and refuge to those who invoked them with confidence and love. That could only be done, however, by identifying with the instrument par excellence of Christ's Passion: the cross. Crucially, they could just as easily be employed in the service of a victorious and triumphant Christ as a tortured and emaciated one. Their iconographic power, and thus their ubiquity, can also be attributed to their ability to attach themselves to other devotional hosts: the Man of Sorrows or Mass of Saint Gregory images, for instance, and their intimate connection with that other great and more senior cult of the Middle Ages: the Five Wounds of Christ. So much of the meaning of the arma Christi in medieval and early modern Ireland, as elsewhere, remains elusive outside of this relationship. Just as in the case of the Five Wounds, the arma Christi could appear in many guises, for example, as a complete set (akin to the Five Wounds writ large) or individually; ultimately, however, in each case their significance depended on who actually beheld them and how. While the relative paucity of extant representations of the arma Christi from late medieval and early modern Ireland presents significant challenges to scholars, the rich corpus of devotional poetry bequeathed to us by the bardic order is of inestimable importance; it enables us to appreciate to a significant degree the deep layers of meaning invested in what does survive of these most vivid examples of Passion piety. The pleas of Irish poets for the mercy of the crucified Christ, invoked through the symbols of his Passion, essentially put in words what was elsewhere etched in stone, stucco, woodcuts, and other media.
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Early Modern Afterlives of the Arma Christi
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Bound up as they are with late medieval Passion piety, relic veneration, and papal indulgences, one might expect the arma Christi to have been a desirable target of the iconoclasts' hammer and whitewash in the English Reformation. After all, images associated with pardons, as Robert Swanston points out, were especially susceptible to iconoclasm. As instruments of Christ's suffering, the arma Christi embody the fine line between mnemonic device and relic, encouraging veneration, affective meditation, and penitential response. As instruments of Christ's victory, they may function as "shields" against sin and material means of redemption, offering protection not only from the pains of hell but also from earthly suffering. Many late medieval literary treatments of the instruments reinforce these salvific and protective powers. A poetic addendum to the Middle English lyric, "O Vernide," explains: Sese instrumentus jux hic perveniend be

In memoriam of thy bitter day;
Ye help him to do thy passion,
Ye help us to oure sauncion.

1 I am grateful to Robyn Malo, Kathleen Toney, and Penelope Anderson, who each read and generously commented on early drafts of this essay. I would also like to thank this volume's editors, Lisa H. Cooper and Andrea Derney-Brown, for their invitation to submit the essay and their insightful feedback on it. Swanston notes that "[c]hurches of the instruments of Christ's Passion, the arma Christi, were perhaps widely distributed on benches and rood screens, as stimulants to prayer: 'Fare survive' (Indulgences in Late Medieval England: Passports to Paradise) (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 108–109). On the association of the armes with relics and indulgences, see also, Flora Lewis, "Rewarding Devotion: Indulgences and the Promotion of Images," in Diana Wood, ed., The Church and the Arts: Papers Read at the 1990 Summer Meeting and the 1991 Winter Meeting of the Ecclesiastical History Society (Blackwell, 1992), 183 [179–94].
